Anterior Dislocation of the Shoulder Due to an Idiopathic Deltoid Contracture-the Report of a Rare Presentation

ABSTRACT
Post injection fibrosis leading to muscle contracture is a known complication. Deltoid fibrosis is known to occur following trauma or an intramuscular injection. Idiopathic Deltoid fibrosis leading to abduction contracture and anterior dislocation of the shoulder is a rare entity. Prompt diagnosis and surgery by distal release of fibrosed Deltoid muscle will lead to good functional recovery.

INTRODUCTION
Contracture of the middle fibres of the deltoid muscle, which is caused by an injection, is a known complication. This injury will also result in an abduction contracture of the shoulder due to the fibrosis of the middle fibres of the deltoid. An idiopathic isolated deltoid contracture which presents as an anterior dislocation shoulder, is a very rare condition. This is a case report of an anterior dislocation of the shoulder which was caused by an idiopathic deltoid contracture, which had a good surgical outcome with a distal release of the fibrosed deltoid muscle.

CASE REPORT
A twenty seven years old female presented with deformity of the left shoulder and pain while undertaking strenuous agricultural labour activities. At the age of five, her parents had noticed a mild deformity of her left shoulder, with no limitation of activities. They denied any history of an injection, injury or infection to the shoulder. The child was shown to a local paediatrician but was not advised any treatment. The deformity progressed and the girl found it increasingly difficult to bring the left arm to the side of her body. There was no progression of the deformity after she attained menarche.

On examination, an abduction deformity of the left shoulder, of 30°, dimpling of the skin, and a palpable fibrous band at the middle of the deltoid, were noticed [Table/Fig-1]. The head of the humerus was felt anteriorly in the sub coracoid region. All the other movements of the shoulder were normal. A forceful adduction produced pain and winging of the scapula. The right shoulder was normal on examination, with a full range of movements. Skiagrams revealed an anterior dislocation of the left shoulder [Table/Fig-2]. CT scans, both axial and 3D reconstruction images showed an anteriorly dislocated humeral head with no hypoplasia of the glenoid cavity or any changes in the surrounding bony structures [Table/Fig-3 & 4].

After duly explaining about the procedure and the complications, a consent for surgery was obtained from the patient. She was operated by making a longitudinal incision over the left shoulder. The middle fibres of the deltoid could be easily identified as a white
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The histopathological examination revealed a normal skeletal muscle with fibro fatty connective tissue, with collagenization and focal mononuclear cell infiltration, which suggested non-specific myositis [Table/Fig-6]. The deformity was totally corrected, the patient was able to perform all the activities without any pain and the full range of movements of the shoulder were restored [Table/Fig-7]. The patient was followed up for one year and she was found to attend to her daily routine activities and agricultural labour work without any difficulty.

DISCUSSION

A deltoid contracture is usually caused by post injection fibrosis [1] or it may be a part of the congenital contracture of various muscle groups [2]. Some larger series were presented by Shanmuga Sundaram and Chatterjee [1,3]. Idiopathic isolated deltoid contracture is a rare entity with only few cases being reported in the literature. A deltoid fibrosis with anterior dislocation of the shoulder is very uncommon [2,4]. Chari et al reported two cases. Jih-Yang Ko et al., noted antero superior subluxation of the humeral head in 23 shoulders (18 patients) in preoperative radiographs and reported two cases of recurrent anterior dislocation of the shoulder preoperatively [5]. Bhagat et al reported bilateral antero inferior subluxation in one case and Ogawa reported one case [6].

Debabrata Banerji et al., (2008) reported 5 cases of anterior subluxation of the shoulder among 19 patients. In his series, 13 out of

[Table/Fig-3]: Axial image with bone window reveals anterior dislocation of humeral head

[Table/Fig-4]: 3D Volume rendered image showing anterior dislocation of humeral head

[Table/Fig-5]: Intra operative photograph showing the white glistening fibrous band

[Table/Fig-6]: H & E stain of the excised fibrous band showing collagen and bundles of fibrocytes

[Table/Fig-7]: Post-Operative photograph showing the corrected deformity with operative scar
19 cases were idiopathic and there were no dislocations [7]. The anterior subluxation was noted in all the 5 patients who had the contraction band for more than 10 years. The commonest site of occurrence of the idiopathic deltoid contracture was the left side.

Lion L.Y. reported that the deltoid contracture mimicked a dislocation in the routine ski grams but 3-D CT/MRI showed no dislocation. But in the present case, the dislocation was present in the routine ski grams and CT scans.

Jih Yong felt that the position of the humeral head gets altered, depending on the part of the deltoid that is contracted. Pulling of the middle and posterior fibres causes abduction and external rotation of the arm and the humeral head migrates anteriorly and superiorly and it rotates externally. Bhattacharyya [8] has given an anatomical explanation that “the middle part of the deltoid is multi pinnate and it has four intra muscular septa that extend distally from the acromion to interdigitate, with three ascending septae from the deltoid tuberosity of the humerus”. The middle fibres normally contain more connective tissue than other components of the deltoid muscle and usually than the site where the fibrous contractures develop.

Anterior glenohumeral dislocations in children are very rare and they involve high energy trauma. In a rare event of a severe injury, a physeal separation is more common than a dislocation [9]. In this present case, the condition was of an insidious onset and a slow progression, without any history of an overt trauma to the shoulder. In Rowe’s review on 500 dislocated shoulders, only eight patients were under the age of 10 years [10].

A deltoid contracture which results in an abduction contracture of the shoulder and winging of the scapula has few differentials which mimic the same presentation. Brachial plexus palsy also results in abduction contracture and winging of the scapula. However, it involves the infraspinatus and the teres minor muscles. Dimpling of the skin and a palpable fibrous band are against the diagnosis of the shoulder. The deformity was corrected by a simple distal release and the patient was able to take up all the activities of daily living in two weeks time.

The reported case differs from other reports in that it had a very late presentation, nearly 22 years after its onset and with the absence of any hypoplastic / hyperplastic changes of the surrounding structures and the absence of any weakness of the other groups of muscles. There were no complications like recurrence, keloid formation or reduction in the power of the deltoid muscle, even a year after the surgical procedure.
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